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INTRODUCING RAA TEAMS
By Brad Bridgewater, Chief
Relationship Officer
To us, being in the financial services
industry has always meant we are
in the relationship business. In fact,
developing meaningful relationships
is one of our company’s core values
and sets the tone for everything
we do. We are truly grateful for the ability to become
involved in your lives and we do not take that opportunity
lightly.
One of the ways we hope to take part in your life is by
helping you achieve your ideal financial future. What that
future looks like, and everything that goes into reaching
your goals, is personal to you and your loved ones. The
best way for us to understand your goals and unique
needs is to build and maintain a deep relationship with
you and your family that extends beyond transactional
encounters.
That relationship is built upon the foundation of making
sure that you hear a familiar voice when you call and
that you have an advisor who knows you, your family,
and everything about your specific needs. You and
your family are members of the RAA family, and our
top priority is to ensure you feel and understand that in
every interaction you have with us.
In addition to developing and building deep relationships
with you and your family, we also want to grow as
a company, because growth provides us access to
resources to help us serve you better. Growth tells
us we are doing things right and we are helping more
people like you reach their goals.

do so at the expense of the reason you became a client
in the first place. If you attended any of our seminars or
events over the last year, you heard us talk about being
a firm that has the resources of a large company but
the heart and soul of a small one. We really mean that.
Maintaining our personalized, boutique feel is a guiding
principle and a focus as we move forward.

2019 SEMINAR SCHEDULE

All seminars will be lunches except Incline Village, NV.

APRIL 16 - PLANO, TX
APRIL 17 - IRVING, TX
APRIL 23 - KENNESAW, GA
APRIL 24 - PEACHTREE CITY, GA
MAY 1 - VIENNA, VA
MAY 7 - BEDFORD, NH
MAY 15 - SEATTLE, WA
JUNE 4 - DENVER, CO
JUNE 11 - PARK CITY, UT
JUNE 18 - SCHAUMBURG, IL
JUNE 20 - DANBURY, CT
JUNE 25 - SACRAMENTO, CA
JUNE 27 - INCLINE VILLAGE, NV
**This does not include any “open houses.”
To RSVP, please go to RAA.com or contact your
Relationship Manager at 800.321.9123.

We want to make sure we balance those two objectives
because, though we want to grow, we do not want to
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BEHIND-THE-SCENES ENHANCEMENTS
Early last year, behind the scenes, we began an
initiative to help protect our small-company feel and
increase our level of attention and depth of expertise.
We separated our client service department into teams,
each with a Managing Director in charge of the unique
needs and dynamics of clients assigned to that team.
Each team is focused on one or two airlines to deepen
its subject matter expertise and its relationships with
those clients. As our client base grows at additional
airlines, our goal is to create additional teams that are
singularly focused on each airline.
This change in structure is designed to maintain that
heart and soul of a small company you have come to
expect from us, and to ensure that we deliver excellence
to you. Your team will answer the phone when you
call and will be at seminars and events, so they are
available for in-person meetings. Your team will also
communicate with you pro-actively on any changes,
topics, or challenges specific to you, and stay on top of
the information that makes your needs unique.
At the core of this team structure and streamlined focus
on you and your family is your Relationship Manager.
Your Relationship Manager is your resource for all
things financial and is backed by a team of experts and
specialists who are prepared to serve you any time you
have questions or need an answer. This includes estate
planning, tax services, insurance services, Medicare,
long-term care, survivor assistance, and more.

THE SERVICE YOU DESERVE
In addition to creating specialized teams to enhance the
service you receive, we have also removed obstacles
during the work day for Relationship Managers so they
can focus their attention entirely on your needs. Effective
immediately, you will begin to hear from and be able to
reach your Relationship Manager more easily and more
often. We truly are committed to being there when you
need us.
Our goal is not to be a large company, it is to have happy
client families. Over the next few months, you will begin
to see some of these changes that are outlined above.
We plan to interact with you more in person and less
through emails and invite you to attend the events we
host around the country and throughout the year. Please
visit our website at RAA.com to review upcoming events
and seminars near you. When we are in your area and
you can’t make it to an event, let us know if you would
like to visit with a team member away from the event or
in your home. We are happy to come to you!
Ultimately, we hope this shift to specialized teams will
help us get to know you, your family, and your goals on
a deeper level, so we can better serve you. If you would
like to know more about the team structure, please call
your Relationship Manager.

LET US KNOW HOW WE’RE DOING
If there are moments in your experience with us that make you feel like we are getting too big or we’re not delivering
the excellence you expect from us, we want to hear about it. As they say, knowing is half the battle, and we want to
ensure your experience exceeds your expectations. Please contact Aubrey Macklin, Director of Experience Design, at
(972) 233-3367 or email amacklin@RAA.com with any questions or comments.

WANT TO RECEIVE THE COMPASS BY EMAIL
INSTEAD OF REGULAR MAIL?
Go to raa.com/preferences to update your communication preferences.
Don’t worry, if you prefer the print version, no further action is necessary on your part. You will continue
to receive The Compass in the mail going forward.

RAA RISK MANAGEMENT

A new program to help you better manage the unknowns in life
By Sally Jilek, CLTC®, Insurance
Specialist
What makes up a comprehensive
financial plan? If you ask people this
question, you will likely hear things
like goal setting, asset allocation,
estate planning, and cash flow
management. While these are
all correct, insurance coverage is often left out of the
conversation.
As you know, the unexpected happens. It’s impossible
to avoid the ups and downs of life, but there are
strategies to help you better manage the unknowns.
The right insurance coverage can act as a safety net
during times when you need it most. We want to elevate
the discussion around insurance coverage because it
is key to the success of your goals and is an essential
component of a well-rounded financial plan. With that in
mind, we are happy to introduce RAA Risk Management.
Through RAA Risk Management, we can offer quotes
for three types of insurance: life insurance, long-term
care insurance, and fixed annuities. As RAA’s Insurance
Specialist, I have served in the financial services industry
for over 25 years and can work with your Relationship
Manager to identify and assist you with your insurance
coverage needs.
LIFE INSURANCE
While life insurance can never replace you, it can help
replace the income that your family is planning on for the
next 10, 20, or 30 years. For that reason, having basic

life insurance coverage is a great way to ensure the
financial plan you have today is built to last - even if the
unthinkable happens.
LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE (LTCI)
In 2018, the median annual cost of assisted living care
was $48,000. When looking at nursing home care, it
was $89,297.1 Considering the sky-high cost of endof-life care and the cost of at-home care, having LTCI
can be a great way to protect the retirement income,
assets, and inheritance you’ve worked hard to build.
More importantly, however, LTCI protects the emotional,
physical, and financial wellbeing of your family and those
who would be your caregivers. While RAA does not
believe LTCI is appropriate for everyone, we do believe
having a plan around how long-term care costs would
be funded is critical to the overall success of a financial
plan.
FIXED ANNUITIES
While not always thought of as insurance, annuities are
regulated just like other forms of insurance. You can
think of fixed annuities much like a bank CD, with one
additional, key benefit.
Like a bank CD, in exchange for a lump sum of money, a
fixed annuity pays you a locked-in interest rate over the
lifetime of the contract. In most cases, contracts are one,
three, or five years. The added benefit to fixed annuities
is that you can “annuitize” your fixed annuity, turning
it into a stream of income that is guaranteed for your
lifetime. Because of this, fixed annuities can be used as
a substitute for a pension or for additional income on top
of Social Security. Lastly, annuities are tax-deferred, so
1 Information obtained from Genworth Financial report titled “Cost of Long Term Care 2018”.
Genworth Financial is an independent third party and is not associated with RAA.
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growth within your annuity can accumulate more rapidly. While annuities may be a fit for very specific situations, there
are many pros and cons so be sure to consult with your Relationship Manager to determine the best financial vehicles
for your unique situation.
WHAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU?
For many families, all three of these coverages will be the right fit. For others, none of these items are needed.
The best way to know where you stand is to request a custom analysis from your Relationship Manager. As you
begin thinking about the needs of your family, here are a few questions to consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much of your family’s annual income do you provide?
Do you have a mortgage, car payments, or student loans?
Do you have children or grandchildren attending private schools? Are they planning to attend college?
How will the rising cost of inflation affect end-of-life expenses?
Do you have a pension or another retirement income stream?
Do you have health care coverage, and will you require long-term care in the future?

Ensure a successful financial future for your loved ones with the right insurance coverage. The team at RAA is
here to help you plan for the future, so you have more time to spend in the present with those you love. If you have
any questions about RAA Risk Management or if you would like to schedule an insurance consultation, please
contact your Relationship Manager to get the process started.

THE BENEFITS OF GIVING
TO CHARITY THROUGH
DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS (DAFs)
By Gary Krasnov, AIF®, CLTC®,
Chief Compliance Officer
There are few things that feel better
than donating to a cause you care
passionately about and knowing that
your gift has been meaningful and
impactful. While we know that you
give altruistically, there are benefits of
charitable giving through Donor-Advised Funds of which
you should be aware.
A Donor-Advised Fund (DAF) is a tax preference
investment account specifically earmarked for charitable
giving and is offered by most major custodians, including
Fidelity, Schwab, and Vanguard. You can think of it as
a personal charitable savings account. It is important to
note, however, that you cannot make Qualified Charitable
Distributions to a DAF.
Since all DAF deposits must ultimately flow through to
a charity, there are tax incentives which allow you to
deduct the entire amount deposited at the time of the
contribution. Contributions to DAFs are treated as a
gift to a 501(c)(3) public charity. The yearly deduction

is limited to 60% of Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) for
cash gifts and 30% of AGI when donating appreciated
securities. If you make a donation that exceeds these
limits, you can carry forward the deduction over the next
five years.
Keep in mind that contributions to a DAF are irrevocable.
Once you make the gift, you can never get it back.
Once the contribution has been made, your assets can
be invested much like a brokerage account. While the
growth of the gift is not tax deductible, investing in a
DAF can allow you to distribute more than you originally
donated. Since gifts to charity must solely be for the
benefit of the charity, the donor cannot receive any
benefit in exchange. For example, grants from a DAF to
purchase tickets for a charity event in which you would
like to attend are not permitted.
Another benefit of using a DAF to give to charity is that
it simplifies your record keeping. Instead of keeping up
with written checks and receipts, all record keeping is
streamlined in your DAF account. Using a DAF will also
ensure that your donation goes to a qualified charity that
is registered as a 501(c)(3), which will help to prevent
your money from going to scams.

TAX STRATEGIES FOR USING DAFS
DAFs are designed to allow you to gift assets today, take the full tax deduction now, and distribute your gift at a future
time. For example, if you gift $50,000 in 2019 to a DAF, you get to take the full $50,000 tax deduction in 2019 and
distribute these funds whenever you want. Front loading your charitable giving is also a beneficial tax strategy that can
have a positive impact on your taxes. Since the standard deduction has now increased to $12,200 for a single person
and $24,400 for a married couple, the standard deduction will be the only tax deduction available for those under age
65 with little to no tax-deductible expenses.
For example, consider a married couple under age 65 whose itemized tax deductions, including their yearly charitable
giving of $5,000, are below the standard deduction of $24,400. In their case, they receive no tax benefit for their
charitable gifts. But there is a strategy they can implement to receive the full tax benefit of contributing through a DAF.
If they decided to combine the next 10 years of giving into a single $50,000 contribution to a DAF instead of their yearly
$5,000 gift, they will receive a large tax savings within the year the contribution is made and can disperse the funds
whenever they see fit.
Now let’s consider the same couple whose major earner is close to retirement and in high income years. If their current
tax bracket is likely to decrease in future years in retirement, front loading their charitable giving in high-income years
maximizes the value of the deduction. It is also important to note the true cost of the contribution in the year given.
Assuming this couple is in a 32% tax bracket, their $50,000 gift actually only costs them $33,500 on an after-tax basis.
DONATING HIGHLY APPRECIATED HOLDINGS TO A DAF
DAFs are also a great option for highly appreciated holdings. If you have highly appreciated holdings in a non-qualified
account, donating those assets to a DAF allows you to deduct the donation with a full step up to current value. To
illustrate the benefits of using a DAF, let’s assume you purchased Amazon at its IPO price of $18 and you bought 100
shares. If you still held those shares, your $1,800 investment would now be worth $160,700. If you sold those shares,
you would owe capital gains on $158,900 plus 3.8% Medicare surtax. Instead, if you donated those shares to a DAF,
you would get the full $160,700 tax deduction.

DAFs are easy to setup and simple to use
and have convenient features such as the
ability to set recurring gifts. Contact your
Relationship Manager to discuss whether
a DAF makes sense for your long-term
financial plan.
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2019 INVESTMENT UPDATE
By Jeremy Merchant, CIMA®, SVP & Chief Investment Officer
We understand that increased market volatility, as we have experienced lately, can cause market
participants to feel anxious and fearful about their investments and possibly even second-guess their
long-term financial plans.
But staying invested and committed to your long-term financial plan is imperative, especially during
times of volatility. As dramatic as the drawdown was in the final quarter of last year, the “V” shaped
recovery of the markets during late December through February was just as dramatic. Market participants that
remained committed to their long-term financial plans and didn’t pull out of the markets in late December received the
benefits of last quarter’s market recovery.
SLOWER ECONOMIC GROWTH IN 2019
While the economic expansion seems to have more room to run beyond its 10th anniversary this year, we expect
economies to sync towards a slower growth rate in 2019. Within the U.S., growth will slow slightly as markets
experience a tightening of financial conditions, fading fiscal stimulus, and the effects of slower growth in China. U.S.
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth rates are expected to slow from around 3% in 2018 to roughly 2% in 2019.
China GDP growth rates are expected to slow from the upper 6% range in 2018 to roughly 6% in 2019. In the EuroZone, we expect GDP growth to slow from around 2% in 2018 to roughly 1.5% in 2019.
Slower growth doesn’t mean a recession is likely to occur in the near term, but as the final quarter of last year reminded
investors, we do not have to experience a recession for market volatility to spike. Worries over central bank policy,
slowing growth, or political topics are more than enough to cause volatility to increase within markets.
MANAGING PORTFOLIO VOLATILITY
We manage portfolio volatility through disciplined use of our stock-vs-bond valuation model and our long-term strategic
asset allocation targets. Our stock-vs-bond valuation model looks at historical valuations, future growth expectations,
and technical analysis within today’s market. These factors are equally weighted and help us determine when to
overweight/underweight stocks versus bonds. We
can overweight/underweight stocks by +10%/Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Growth Rates
20% relative to risk targets.
Country

2018 (actual)

2019 (projected)

U.S.

Around 3%

Roughly 2%

China

Upper 6% range

Roughly 6%

Additionally, we have diversified long-term
strategic asset allocation targets to manage
portfolio construction and overweight and
underweight these asset classes based on
market conditions. These diversified long-term
strategic asset allocation targets are noted in the
graphic on the next page.

While our portfolios moved into an equity
underweight posture in the final quarter of last
Euro-Zone
Around 2%
Roughly 1.5%
year, they returned to a neutral posture during
early January 2019. The proactive nature of our
stock-vs-bond model reduced volatility during the
final few months of 2018 and returned to a neutral posture in 2019 as markets recovered. As we move into the second
quarter of 2019, we expect to maintain a neutral stock-vs-bond posture.
EQUITIES
Within equities, we will continue to maintain an exposure of roughly 75% in domestic equities and 25% in foreign
equities. Our largest holding within equities will continue to be large-cap companies which tend to be less volatile. We
plan to watch corporate earnings carefully as we progress through 2019. While earnings are still growing, corporate
earnings are certainly growing less than they did in 2018. If corporate earnings start to contract in a material way, we
will be proactive with portfolio adjustments on your behalf.

EQUITY ALLOCATION

5%

10%
75%

Domestic Equities
FOREIGN EQUITIES

5%
5%

25%

Foreign Equities

FIXED INCOME

75%

DOMESTIC EQUITIES
5%

20%

Intermediate Bonds
10%

Short-Term Bonds
TIPS

80%

85%

High Yield
Money Market

Developed Foreign
Emerging Markets

Domestic Large Cap
Domestic Mid Cap
Domestic Small Cap

ACTIVE ALLOCATION VIEWS

FIXED INCOME
Within fixed income, we will remain focused on high-quality
positions with above average credit ratings. In addition, we will
seek to reduce volatility by managing duration and credit risk
in a proactive manner. Overall, we believe fixed income will
have fewer headwinds in 2019 versus 2018. This is because
the Federal Reserve is now moving towards a neutral posture
and should be less adamant about raising rates going forward.
Overall, this should mean less volatility for fixed income in 2019.
MOVING FORWARD
Our approach to portfolio management reduced volatility in
2018. This approach also rewarded investors during the first
quarter of 2019 as markets recovered. We fully expect this
approach to continue to add value as we move through 2019.
While the details of how we construct portfolios and proactively adjust portfolios on your behalf is important, it is much
more important to realize that sticking to your financial plan is
ultimately the key to successful investing.
If you have any questions about the
markets or our investment strategy as
we move through 2019, please contact
your Relationship Manager.

KEY THEMES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
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Addison, TX 75001
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The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are intended for informational purposes only and should not be construed as individual investment advice. Actual recommendations are provided by RAA
following consultation and are custom-tailored to each investor’s unique needs and circumstances. The information contained herein is from sources believed to be accurate and reliable. However, RAA accepts
no legal responsibility for any errors or omissions. Investments in stocks, bonds and mutual funds may increase or decrease in value. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Any included charts and
graphs are not recommendations for the purchase and sale of any security.

